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international ConFerenCe

Gender and empIre. 
eXpLOrInG COmparatIVe perspeCtIVes and InterseCtIOnaL apprOaChes

scholars have been studying the history of women, gender and empire for more than three decades. starting off by 
questioning the notion of colonialism as an exclusively male endeavor, they did not just add the stories of white and 
colonized women to the historiography on empire. they explored the effects of colonization on indigenous and migrant 
women and stressed the centrality of western women to the imperial project, but went on to expose colonialism itself 
as a fundamentally gendered project. however, despite the large body of literature that has been produced over the 
years, the history of gender and empire is far from told. On the contrary, the amount of scholarship has only served to 
reveal the complexity of colonial gender practices, relations and ideologies.

Focusing on how gender intersected with other social categories such as race, class, religion and sexuality, the 
conference will reexamine the interconnected histories of gender and empire. at the same time, we strive for a 
comparative perspective of the subject in order to address similarities and differences between various colonial and 
imperial settings. 
the papers deal with key issues of colonial and gender history such as intimacy, sexuality, war, labor or education. they 
focus on various imperial formations, from “typical” colonies in africa or asia, to settler colonial settings and imperial 
peripheries within europe or asia.

the conference will be held in english. participation is free of charge. please register till august 13th, 2015 since we 
have only limited seats available at our venue. For registration, please contact: dlerp@uni-koeln.de or aklein23@
smail.uni-koeln.de
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Wednesday, 23 september 2015

16.30-18.30 registration
18.30-19.00 Introduction: Ulrike Lindner / dörte Lerp (Cologne)
19.00-20.00 Opening Lecture by Clare midgley (sheffield): Locating agency: Feminism,
                      religion and empire after the transnational turn

20.00 reception

thUrsday, 24 september 2015

9.15-10.45 panel 1: biographies and relationships
Chair:  Larissa Förster (Cologne)
•	 bettina brockmeyer (bielefeld): Love affair? state’s affair? the Interpretations 

of a hanging in German east africa or Questions of Gender and race in Colonial 
historiography

•	 marianne bechhaus-Gerst (Cologne): men and Women on the edge of time – When 
the Colonial Order falls apart

10.45-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-12.30 panel 2:  regulating marriages
Chair:  béatrice hendrich (Cologne)
•	 Julia malitska (stockholm): Colonizing marriage: Legal restrictions on marriage of 

the German Colonists in the black sea steppe in the First half of the 19th Century
•	 alexis rappas (Istanbul): desperate Colonial Wives: mixed marriages and the 

boundaries of Imperial sovereignty in the aegean sea

12.30-14.00 Lunch break

14.00-16.00 panel 3: masculinity, Femininity and sexuality
Chair: Oliver tappe (Cologne)
•	 Jan severin (berlin): male same-sex desire and masculinity in Colonial German 

southwest africa
•	 stefan hübner (munich): muscular Christianity and the emergence of a “modern 

asia”: the ymCa, the yWCa, and the Far eastern Championship Games (c. 1913-
1934)

•	 Ofri Ilani (berlin): an Oriental Vice: representations of sodomy in early Zionist 
discourse

16.00-16.30 Coffee break

16.30-18.00 panel 4: masculinity in Imperial Wars
Chair: Jens ruppenthal (Cologne)
•	 silvan niedermeier (erfurt): Imperial self-Fashioning: approaching Gender and 

empire through the Lens of private photo albums of the philippine american War 
(1899-1902)

•	 sandra maß (bielefeld): Colonial soldiers in the First World War: masculinity, race 
and nationalism in Germany

 FrIday, 25 september 2015

9.15-10.45 panel 5: Civilising missions and Imperial Feminism
Chair:  Ulrike Lindner (Cologne)
•	 brigitte Fuchs (Vienna):  austria-hungary‘s Civilising mission in bosnia and its 

positive effects on domestic Feminists‘ demands 1890-1918
•	 Ivan sablin/Valentina smirnova (heidelberg/st petersburg): Gender, Orientalism, and 

decolonization in north asia: Female toilers of the Orient in bolshevik discourse of 
the 1920s–1930s

10.45-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-12.30 panel 6: Female suffrage and Female Writing
Chair: Jens Jäger (Cologne) 
•	 sumita mukherjee (Oxford): the Global and Imperial Connections of Indian 

Campaigners for Female suffrage in the Interwar period
•	 Kaitlin staudt (Oxford): Generic modernism: popular Literature modernity and 

Gender in britain and turkey

12.30-14.00 Lunch break

14.00-16.00 panel 7: education and schooling
Chair: barbara Lüthi (Cologne) 
•	 Jana tschurenev (Göttingen): between patriarchy, Imperialism, and Women’s 

empowerment: Women and education in Colonial India (1820s-1880s)
•	 divya Kannan (new delhi): ‚saving Our sisters‘: Female education and the London 

missionary society in nineteenth Century south India
•	 aude Chanson (paris): european Women: model for tanzanian Women in the 

schooling process during the German Colonial period (1885-1914)?

16.00-16.30 Coffee break

16.30-18.00 panel 8: development and social Care in Colonial settings
Chair:  esther helena arens (Cologne)
•	 angharad Fletcher (hong Kong / London): Caring for empire: Colonial nursing in 

hong Kong and Cape town (1880-1914)
•	 Charlotte riley (york): to educate a Girl is to educate a Family: Gender and early 

british development practice in the Interwar period

19.00 Conference dinner

satUrday, 26 september 2015

9.30-11.30 panel 9: Indigenous servants and Colonial homes 
Chair: Ulrike schaper (berlin)
•	 Violaine tisseau (paris): taking Care of european Children in Colonial madagascar 

(1896-1960)
•	 eva bischoff (trier): being at home: settler Colonial biopower and the Intersections 

of race, Class, and Gender in Colonial australia
•	 elizabeth dillenburg (minneapolis): the “pride of race”:  domestic service debates 

in new Zealand and south africa, c. 1890-1914

11.30-12.30 Final discussion
Chair: Ulrike Lindner / dörte Lerp (Cologne)

Gender and empire. 
explorinG Comparative perspeCtives and interseCtional approaChes 


